3D VIRTUAL TOURS

FOCUSED ON YOU

With bespoke information points
and our flexible approach,
our services are tailored
to your needs

VIEW3D
We use state of the art technology to create 3D
Virtual Tours for businesses and organisations.
Interactive and immersive tours bring spaces
and venues into the 21st Century.

TOTAL
CONTROL

Give your customers an unrivaled
immersive experience

INSPIRED
TECHNOLOGY

3D Virtual Tours maximise marketing opportunities
for education, work-space hire, wedding packages,
healthcare facilities, and leisure like never before.

Industry leading technology opening
your doors like never before

THE NEXT
LEVEL

Take your marketing
to the next level

3D VIRTUAL TOURS
We create interactive 3D Virtual Tours, capturing real life
spaces and presenting them online. We work with
a range of clients across a variety of sectors.
■ Open your doors like never before
in a HD 360° virtual experience
■ Increase click through rate
■ Increase enquiries and bookings
■ Boost search engine optimisation
As virtual tour creators, we work with you to tailor our
tours to your needs using interactive information points.
Whether for a marketing function, an interactive training
tool, or for a health care resource, 3D virtual tours bring
your spaces online like never before.

360° VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE

Bring your space to life by allowing your customers to walk-through
your space in a high-definition 360° virtual tour.

DOLLS HOUSE VIEW

Our incredible dolls house view adds the wow factor to your marketing.

INTERACTIVE INFORMATION POINTS

Take your virtual tour to the next level by including information points,
embedded directly within your virtual tour.

BUILT-IN MEASURING TOOL
Measure directly from your virtual
tour to aid planning and design.

FLOOR LAYOUTS

We can provide you with floor
layouts of your facility.

GOOGLE MAP INTEGRATION

Integrate your 360° virtual tour with google
street view, increasing your online presence.

VR HEADSET COMPATIBILITY

Your virtual tour is compatible with leading VR headsets.

OUR WORK

SHEFFIELD CATHEDRAL
CLIENT: SHEFFIELD CATHEDRAL

CLIENT: GREENHEAD COLLEGE

Sheffield Cathedral lies at the heart of Sheffield City Centre. Over
500 years old, it is a building full of history, character and religious
significance in the lives of many.

The Greenhead College 3D virtual tour captured four buildings across
their College campus. It included over 300 in-built information points,
including nearly 50 bespoke videos created by students and staff.

The Sheffield Cathedral 360° Virtual Tour brings this building to life.
It allows people online to virtually walk-through and interact from
the comfort of their own home.

Embedded directly on their College website, the 360° interactive virtual
tour reached over 12,000 visits within the first month of going live.

The amazing dolls house view gives a new perspective to the
ancient walls. Over 100 interactive information points lead users
through a historical journey. Videos by Cannon Keith, help users
hear the tales and history behind the treasure at the heart of
Sheffield City.

‘‘

Choosing View3D to produce our
Virtual Tour has been a great
decision, and we are extremely
pleased with the final product.

The 360° Virtual Tour has led to an increase in website traffic,
with users spending longer on the website, translating to increased
physical visits to the Cathedral.

‘‘

Staff have been very impressed and
glowing in their praise of the work
carried out.
From our first meeting we got a good
vibe from View3D and they proved
to be reliable, flexible to our needs,
good humoured, efficient, helpful,
and courteous. We enjoyed working
with them, and we would recommend
them to others without hesitation.

‘‘

Click to explore

- Jane Rylah
Marketing Manager

View3D produced the amazing virtual
tour of Sheffield Cathedral which is
now available on our website. The
tour has really helped us to ignite our
marketing of the Cathedral, increasing
customer engagement and visits to
our venue.”

Click to explore

-B
 en Rossi
Development Manager

‘‘

GREENHEAD COLLEGE

LABORATORY FOR VALIDATION
AND VERIFICATION

BRAIN REHABILITATION UNIT

CLIENT: THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD

NHS FOUNDATION TRUST

The Structural Dynamics Laboratory for Verification and Validation
(LVV) is a major new acoustics and vibration testing facility in Sheffield.
The LVV is a research facility that is commercially available for hire.

The Brain Rehabilitation Unit created a 3D virtual tour to improve
the patient experience. Their tour includes introduction videos from
various staff members, bringing the interactive experience to life.

The team at the Laboratory were struggling to convey the facilities
using traditional photos and videos, including the size and equipment
on offer. We successfully created a 360° virtual tour which allowed
them to showcase the facility in an immersive and online environment.
The 360° virtual tour is embedded directly on the LVV website,
clear for all to see and explore.

Patients and relatives can now better prepare for their stay on the Unit.
This leads to a better patient experience, managed expectations,
and reduced anxiety.

Click to explore

‘‘

‘‘

We’ve found the virtual tour very
useful... particularly in the current
circumstances not being able to
easily take new people around our
facility. We are able to use the tour
to showcase the equipment and
allow participants to have a good
look around.

- Charlie Field
Business Development
Director

‘‘

We specialise in creating 360° virtual tours to showcase commercial
spaces across the UK.

Our patients are able to look around
the unit before they come, and see
what therapy looks like. This can help
to relieve their anxiety about coming
to the unit.
It is really helpful when the
expectations of the patients and
families match the service we
provide… making them much more
engaged right from the beginning.

Click to explore

-C
 lare Jones
Speech and Language
Therapist

‘‘

Allowing customers from across the UK and internationally to have
such an accurate viewing of the facility has led to increased enquiries
and bookings. The in-built measuring tool has been a valuable tool
to help customers understand the size of the equipment and ensure
their purposes can be met.

CLIENT: SHEFFIELD TEACHING HOSPITALS

YOU NEED A 3D
VIRTUAL TOUR
Thanks to advancements in technology you
can now offer a 3D virtual tour that allows
your customers to step into your business!
The advantage to you is your visiting customers
will engage with your site, more will stay on
your site, and your sales or desired outcomes
will increase.
Offering a virtual tour will give you an advantage
over competitors that don’t offer this.
Propel your marketing into the future
by creating a 3D virtual interactive tour
of your space. You won’t regret it.

KEEP VISITORS LONGER

Having a virtual tour on your site will mean people
spend more time on your site. Your 3D virtual tour
allows you to showcase your space in an engaging
unforgettable way that will keep your audience
engaged for longer than traditional photos and
videos.

SAVE TIME

3D virtual tours help you share your space in a time
effective manner. Your space will be open online for
365 days a year. Having a 3D virtual tour enables
you to qualify enquiries and help engage your
customers from the outset.

SET REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS

3D Virtual Tours
increase the likelihood
of a customer
inquiry by

How often has a venue or property not lived upto
your expectations? Or attending a business has
filled you with anxiety not knowing what to expect?
A 3D virtual tour helps showcase your facility as it
really is. If you have nothing to hide, then why not
let your customers visit you online from the outset.

360o

3D virtual tours are
proven to reduce
anxiety prior to
attending your space

95%

Increases website
engagement by upto

300%

OUR DOORS ARE ALWAYS OPEN
If you have a desire to create a 3D virtual tour we would love to talk!

Nathan Bakewell

Alec Carr

nathan.bakewell@view3d.co.uk
07483 843780

alec.carr@view3d.co.uk
07483 846036

Director

www.view3d.co.uk

Director

